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Adecco Continues To Develop Clutch Programme 

ACDelco is firmly on target to see its clutch programme break through the 1000 part 

number barrier ahead of the year end, the UK and European aftermarket operation 

having added a further eleven new clutch kits this month, not to mention 2 SMF kits 

and an equal number of concentric slave cylinders. Following the introduction of nine 

kits in February, ACDelco’s clutch programme now totals some 927 references and 

remains one of the operation’s most progressive product groups.    

 

As ACDelco’s General Manager, Lee Quinney states: “The latest new additions not only 

cover a number of very popular car models, they take in an equally appealing range of 

van applications, which will help strengthen our coverage of the van and light 

commercial vehicle sectors. Once again, this latest range enhancement reinforces our 

policy of aligning clutch to an ever changing vehicle parc.”   

 

In relation to the new-to-range clutch references, ACDelco is now able to provide 

coverage of models such as the Ford Transit Mk7, Fiesta 1,24 and 1,4 16V and Ford 

Ranger 2.5 Turbo Diesel. Also covered are the Iveco Daily MK 2 and MK3, VM LT MK2 

Tdi, Hyundai i20, Suzuki Grand Vitara MK2Chevrolet Matiz, Corsa MK2 semi auto, and 



Renault Mater/Traffic, Vauxhall Movano and Nissan Interstar. The CSC part numbers 

provide coverage of the aforementioned Transit MK7, not to mention Renault, Nissan 

and Vauxhall vans. 

 

Featuring all-new components and supplied in striking and highly publicised ‘pizza 

style’ and installer-friendly packaging, each kit carries a 24-month/unlimited-mileage 

warranty on all parts. 

 

Full details of ACDelco’s clutch range is contained on the recently updated 

ACDelco.eu.com website, or electronically on MAM, Activant and TechDoc. 

 

To ensure durability and reliability in operation, each component part endures 

rigorous high speed fatigue testing to guarantee the highest levels of quality, 

performance and longevity, even under the harshest of operating conditions. Indeed 

ACDelco clutch kits are renowned within many global markets for delivering smooth 

gear change and consistent pedal feel. 

 

Anyone seeking further information on the new-to-range clutch kits should contact 

Nicola Keep on: 01582 426240 or email: acdelcosales@gm.com. 
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